Mining for __ has been a major industry in the state for many years

The __ river forms the state's western border with Ohio and Kentucky

The state is spotted with many limestone __ and natural springs

The gun factories at Harpers __ were coveted by both sides in the Civil War

The state's __ translates to "Mountaineers are always free"

With few large cities, the majority of the population lives in __ areas

The New River Gorge Bridge is one of the world's longest __ arch bridges

Nearly __ percent of the state is forested mountain lands

Historically, miners and mine __ have had several conflicts, some violent

Formed from the Virginia counties that did not want to __ from the Union

The area was home to the Shawnee, and Delaware __, among others

Several Civil War __ took place here, both before and after statehood

A __ in coal mining in the 1950s caused many to leave the state

German and Irish __ were among the first to settle in the region

Spruce Knob is the __ point in the state with an elevation of 4,863 feet

Confederate leader Thomas "Stonewall" __ was born in Clarksburg

In addition to coal, there are large deposits of __ gas in the state

Whitewater __ is a popular activity on the rivers of the "Mountain State"

The farms of West Virginia were self-sufficient and did not support __

The state is a leading producer of glass for __ and utility purposes

Bordered by Virginia, __, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Kentucky

The National Radio __ Observatory in Green Bank opened in 1959

Winter snows in the Allegheny __ support skiing resorts in the area

The Adena culture of mound builders lived in the area for __ of years

The capital city on the Kanawha River

The first __ pilot, Chuck Yeager, was born in Myra in 1923

Became the __ state on June 20, 1863, during the Civil War

The New River Gorge __ __ flows between thousand-foot high canyon walls